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Cube

Have you ever wanted to abandon your cubicle to travel the world? Why not now?

TURKMENISTAN, THE FORBIDDEN LAND EXPLORED
With the normal travel visa lasting only a short six days in Turkmenistan, we found ourselves fortunate to have a
three month visa for this mystical place. Part Las Vegas, part North Korea, Turkmenistan defies absurd.
The average visa for Turkmenistan is only and aimed the Jeep through the Kopet Dag
six days, we were lucky enough to have three mountains towards his dwelling. That evening
months in the ‘forbidden Stan.’ Sights include we dined with his family on the adobe roof of his
the ominous ‘Gates of Hell,’ the devastated home as the stars emerged and the mosque
deserts of Dashogus, The ‘White Palace Capital’ issued a wailing, heartfelt call to prayer.
and the time capsule towns of herdsmen and
nomads.

When we finally arrived the next afternoon
in Turkmenbashi, the town proved worth the

Our first adventure in Turkmenistan drive. Bright, sea-shore colors made our desertinvolved an 8 hour trans-desert commute along accustomed eyes water. The Caspian itself was
tar roads that had melted in the 100+ heat of the a turquoise blue filled with derelict watercraft of
abandoned deserts. We were aiming from the every variety. Swimming in the water later we
center of the country to its most western border discovered the area was infested with sea
along the Caspian Sea, at Turkmenbashi, but snakes reaching upwards of 5”.
progress was slow as camels blocked our Jeep

The ‘Gates of Hell’ are located in the

while the alignment both of the vehicle and our middle of the desert Between Dashogus and
spines, was seriously tested. We decided to Ashgabat, the capital. We arrived at the crater at
spend the evening at a forgotten tomato- 7pm, just as the sun was setting. The natural
harvesting town midway called Nohur.

gas emissions in the crater sent licking flames

We knew of a man in the town who had upwards towards the starry sky.
played host to ambitious travelers in the past,

(Continued on Page 2)
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Caspian Sea Derelict
Swimming with the sea snakes in
the Caspian, off the shores of
Turkmenbashi, Turkmenistan.

(Continued from Page 1)
We sent up our tents and camped out near

fountains and statues that circle the city’s
white marble palaces.

the crater as the desert’s wildlife closed in
around us.

Turkmenistan is like no other place on
earth. A visitor simply walks around with his or

Ashgabat is a city of wonders, though

her jaw agape, pondering the logic and

located in the middle of the desert, with few

intentions of every object encountered. From

mineral and water sources nearby, the city

derelict ships to flaming craters, from white

virtually leaks water from the hundreds of

palace walls to empty deserts, it is a place not

ASHGABAT

easily forgotten or understood.

Two worlds in One - the split
personality of Turkmenistan

transformed by the eccentric ruler into a white

Former President Niyazov was a

lighting, all provided to the Turkmen for free.

disillusioned dictator who lost his family in the
1948 earthquake. He wrote a book, which he
made required reading for all citizens, called the
Ruhnama. He has said of the book, “The
Ruhnama is a holy book, the Quran is Allah’s
book,” a statement that rightly infuriated some
muslims. The Saudis gave Nyiazov USD $10m
to build a mighty mosque in the capital, he took
the money and built a mosque with sayings from
the Ruhnama, like the one above, inscripted on
the interior. Statues of Niyazov in gold, bronze
and copper dot the country. Niyazov, who came
to call himself ‘Turkmenbashy’ meaning ‘leader
of the Turkmen’ then spent his days renaming
every city in the country after himself; he even
went so far as to rename the days of the week
after his family members and himself. Ashgabat,
the capital of Turkmenistan, has been

marble monstrosity filled with lush waterfalls,
parks that defy the climate and unending
For their part, the Turkmen have been
evicted from the city unless they can afford to
pay rent in a white marble mansion. The former
residents of Ashgabat’s laid back mini villages
have been shipped outside Ashgabt, where they
attempt to make ends meet in one of the world’s
harshest deserts. These people emerge again in
Ashgabat for the Push bazaar, which lies two
miles outside the city. Here you can find
Turkmen dressed in traditional garb, for that is
all they wear, with black braids and richly
colored head wraps. They sell carpets, silks and
other cultural merchandize, as well as fruits,
vegetables and livestock.
The dichotomy of Turkmenistan is about as
contrasted as you’ll find on earth. From the ultra
rich to the mega poor, it is truly two worlds in
one.

Push Bazaar
From white marble palaces
to over 100 waterfalls, this
desert city is a real mirage.
Drained from the Aral Sea, the
hundreds of fountains dotting the
city give a mystical charm to the
desert oasis of Ashgabat.
Meanwhile, the dictator demanded
all structures be made of shiny
white marble, which makes the city
look like something out of a Doctor
Seuss book

For more images, check out the site! We have over 300 pictures in our gallery, and dozens more in the blog
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UZBEKISTAN

KAZAKHSTAN

The dual personalities of
Xinjiang, which houses a large
population of Han in Urumqi,
while traditional Uyghur live
in Kashgar and Yarkand, in
the south. With rich foods,
Islamic fundamentalism,
intricate architecture and a
love of independence,
Xinjiang is a unique land.

One of only two double land
locked countries, Uzbekistan
is known for the Aral Sea, the
Silk Route, and Tamerlane.
With amazing architecture
and landscapes to accompany
the blue tiles of Bukhara,
Khiva and Samarkand, this
‘most populated’ stan is an
easy place to lose yourself.

Kazakhstan, the most infused
of the Stans with western
influence, has moved forward
into the 21st century with
open arms to modernity,
regardless of who gets hurt in
the drive for progress. With
one foot in Russia and the
other in the Stans, the country
is suffering an identity crisis.
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UZBEKISTAN

Mystical Samarkand to ancient Bukhara and the walled fortress of Khiva
What makes Uzbekistan special is its ancient history, a history as architecture and fame of the Registan are world renowned, as is the final
alive today as it was when it was occurring. Strolling through Bukhara resting place of Tamerlane and his entire family.
toward Lyabi-Hauz one encounters alleyways that were present

Khiva, a walled city that could double as a time capsule from the

when Stoddart and Connelly were executed on the Emir’s

1500s, exists today in very much the same light as it did in

behalf. A tree from 1477, before America was founded, sits

ancient times, although the slave trade that Khiva was

calmly by a pool known to have spread the black plague to

famous for has disappeared and been replaced with the

Bukhara’s residents. Walking south, one passes several

tourism trade, which is equally as illustrious. Known also for

ancient mosques before reaching The Ark, the palace of the

its torture techniques, Khiva’s museums to the ancient rulers

Emirs that was known and feared all along the Silk Route.

attest to the fierceness of the Uzbeks who dominated Central

In Samarkand, medrassas built by Uleg Beg as well as his

Asia before the time of Tamerlane.

ancient observatory still exist today, as do the medrassas housing

Finally, the desert fortress ruins outside Urgench offer a glimpse at

Daniel, from the Old Testament, as well as the cousin of Muhammad. The life in ancient times, a desert survival game that most lost.

UZBEKISTAN AT A GLANCE

TASHKENT

SAMARKAND

BUKHARA

KHIVA

The Capital
The most
modern of
Central Asia’s
cities and the
most lively,
with modern
treats galore

The Registan
Known for the
three building
complex called
the Registan,
as well as the
final resting
place of Timur

The Ark
Famous for the
palace of the
Emir, where
the unlucky
were executed,
as well as for
Lyabi-Hauz

Walled City
Antiquity
survives in
Khiva, the
walled city
and former
slave trade
capital
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UZBEKISTAN

The Legendary Epics of Uzbekistan
A crossroad for some of the world’s
greatest heroes and villains.
Alexander the Great stormed through Central
Asia in the fourth century BC and was so
enamored with the people that he took a local
chieftain's daughter, Roxana, as his bride. The
footprint of Alexander remains visible throughout
the country, even today.
History is alive in Uzbekistan in a way that is
not comparable elsewhere. When Ghenghis Khan
and his Golden Horde arrived in the 13th century
they found a fascinating people who had both
Turkic, Islamic and Roman heritage. He was so
enthralled by the craftsmanship of the Uzbek
minarets that he spared many of them.
Tamerlane, a local leader with amazing
military foresight, conquered the whole of Central
Asia, pushing the disunited Mongols out of the
region. He led with an iron fist and such a bad
temperament that he left piles of human skulls in
his wake.
Tamerlane’s legacy lived on through his son,
grandson and other family members until the Silk
Route fell into disuse, and the empire’s primary
source of wealth dissipated. The era of Tamerlane

and his descendants is marked as a golden area
in Uzbek history.
The Russians, meanwhile, were advancing
southward and, given assurances from the Khan
of Khiva, poured into the region. After initial
pleasantries were exchanged the Khan had all
4,000 Russians slaughtered and proclaimed the
‘Russian Tribe’ meek and ladylike. Little did they
know the horde they had unleashed. The city of
Khiva was known as the slave trade capital, and
traded in Russian as well as Asian slaves. Despite
attempts to end the slave trade and avenge the
4,000 murders, the Russians failed.
With a title to defend as global conquerors,
the British did not take kindly to Russian
expansion, and met them head on in Central Asia.
Two British men caught in the crossfire, Stoddart
and Connelly, learned how dangerous the ‘Great
Game’ could be when they were beheaded by the
Emir of Bukhara after the Emir heard of the British
defeat in Afghanistan at the hands of the
Russians in 1841. After surviving in a pit of vermin
and insects for two years, the two unfortunates
represented a refusal on the part of the Emir to
bow to British power.
The Soviets, gaining ground in the region,
swept through and held the territory until 1991
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The Architecture of UZ
Known for cultural relics like the
Registan, the Ark, the Khiva
walled city and the Urgench
fortresses, Uzbekistan is home to
some of the oldest standing
structures to be seen by such
legends as Alexander the Great,
Ghenghis Khan and Tamerlane,
and to survive the British, the
Soviets and now, the 21st century.

SPECIAL FOCUS:
XINJIANG, CHINA

Xinjiang, China’s most Western province, is one of mystery and clashing culture.
Xinjiang has been in the news recently for unrest in Urumqi, the

The United States has the largest group of Uyghur outside of China,

province’s capital city. Xinjiang has been under Chinese rule since 1951, and they are primarily based in Washington D.C where they lobby the
when the Chinese Communist Party marched into the region after

government for protection against the Chinese and for assistance in

their civil war victory over the Nationalists. Xinjiang province

their ongoing bid for independence. With the war on terror, the

was needed both as a buffer state against Kazakhstan and

Uyghur have sometimes been lumped in with other Muslims

China’s untrusted ally, the Soviet Union, as well as a source

in Central Asia and Afghanistan, and some have chosen to

of countless resources needed to rebuild the broken

study in Afghan training camps to gain experience they can

infrastructure of a country only recently acquiring peace. It

take home. Six such Uyghur were captured in Afghanistan

was at the same time that the PRC acquired Tibet.

by US forced in 2004, and have been held since in

The Uyghur are the ethnic natives of Xinjiang, having

Guantanimo. The US cannot return the detainees to China as

migrated there from Central Asia and made the desert oasis their

they would face execution, and no country is willing to accept the

home. In south-western Xinjiang, Tajiks as well as Kyrgyz live in nominally detainees (minus Palau) for fear of angering the Sleeping Dragon. Thus,
autonomous regions where they continue to dwell in yurts and raise herds the Uyghur have no allies and sympathy for their plight is minimal because
of sheep. The PRC’s policy towards non-Han has been a harsh one, they of their religion. While many in America support the Uyghur claim for
recruit poverty-stricken but motivated Han from the overpopulated regions independence, like the Tibetan bid, it is hardly supported by US policy
of Sichuan and Shan’xi and send them, with the promise of business and and there is little hope for an independent Xinjiang.
employment, to areas like Urumqi until the population is weighted in their

The unrest which began several weeks ago in Urumqi was caused by

favor. It is for this reason that Urumqi’s history since 1951 has been so rife the murder of two Uyghurs in Guandong province, in southern China. The
with protest, unrest and demonstrations. The Uyghur who call Xinjiang Han are naturally distrustful of all non-Han minorities and ethnic killings
their home have been pushed out of employment favor as Han

are not uncommon in China, where a full 90% of residents claim Han

increasingly control industry, agriculture and urban business. Meanwhile, decent. To date, 150 deaths have been reported, but of what ethnicity we
because of the protests in Xinjiang, the Han nation wide have come to fear do not yet know. This instance is remarkably similar to the March riots in
and distrust the Uyghur.

Tibet that rocked the world just as the Olympics were kicking off.
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KASHGAR

With Old Town under demolition, the
sights and sounds of Kashgar that
have reigned since the hay-day of
the Silk Route, will soon be silent.

was kindly rebuilt by the government after the

Kashgar is a mystical place that inspires

sign a group of Uyghurs surrounded us and

poets, artists and dreamers who have never

shook their heads and fists at the sign in a

stepped foot in the region. While the Silk Route

protest we could understand despite the

traders hailed Kashgar as a cradle of civilization,

language gap. The mosque, (image: right center)

innovation, and artistic flare, the Kashgar of

has security CCTV cameras throughout the

modern times is one of heartbreaking stories

interior, with guards patrolling the garden

and loss. In May, a full 2/3rds of Kashgar’s Old

courtyard within.

destroyed it. A plaque inside the mosque claims
that the Uyghur should be eternally grateful to
the government for its love of other cultures and
its passion for restoration. While reading this

Town was demolished to make way for high

With renewed vigor the government has

rises and shopping malls, a policy the PRC has

begun to spray-paint the ‘destruction’ sign on

used in the past to slowly wipe away the

many an ancient building in old town (image:

symbols of a culture that is not its own. While

right top). This character, written in Chinese and

the PRC eagerly protects some heritage sites,

in Uyghur, indicates that a building is slated for

like the Chinese city of PingYao, it works equally

demolition. All throughout the back alleys of

hard to destroy the heritage of non-Han cities

Kashgar buildings that remained standing have

that could be used to incite rebellion. Kashgar

the Destroy character boldly painted on the front

has long been the heartland of Xinjiang’s Uyghur

to indicate that it would not be there for long.

population, a Muslim people who resemble the

To destroy a culture like the unique

Afghans more than the Chinese. In 1951 when

Kashgar one, is a scheme designed to create

the PRC took control of Xinjiang they destroyed

harmony, where the end justifies the means, in

all but a handful of the mosques and medrassas

the government’s opinion. With all non-Han

that peppered the city. Today, the Id Kah

relics gone, the people can unify under one

Mosque in Kashgar is the largest in China, and

banner: The Chinese flag.

China’s largest Mosque
Destroyed,
rebuilt
and
then destroyed again, the
Id Kah Mosque is one that
has special meaning to the
Uyghurs of Kashgar.
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ROBBERY ON THE SLOW TRAIN
THROUGH KAZAKHSTAN

Our brief stay in Kazakhstan was one of

station, that I realized we were going to have a

Everything turned out to be less than $2,

misadventure, misfortune, illegal trafficking,

long ride from Almaty, Kazakhstan to Tashkent,

but we were left without any Kazakh money for

robbery, extortion and entrapment-- and all in

Uzbekistan. The moment we boarded the rickety

food, and thus spent the next 12 hours day

two brief days.

peasant’s train we knew this would be a trial to

dreaming about Taco Bell. We were distracted

Arriving in Almaty from China problem free

test our patience. A burley Russian with his

from our hunger pangs when we realized at the

we were amazed when we found a nice hostel

chest exposed through an unbuttoned blue

first border check that everyone around us was

called So Young’s Happiness Hostel. We

workers uniform approached us with a glint in

hiding their illegal goods under bunks, or taped

dropped off our bags and explored the city,

his eye and his palms outstretched. He

under tables. The old man in my bunk had small

despite the torrential downpour. Returning to the

demanded money for the sheets on our bunks.

plastic bags taped to his abdomen while the boy

hostel that evening So Young demanded $50

Not only was my assigned bunk occupied by a

who accompanied him stashed small shoe-

dollars, in hostel terminology an unacceptable

sleeping 90 year old man without pants on, but

boxes duct-taped shut under the broken framing

rate. We took our bags and left in the rain, it was

Mike’s compartment turned out to be a baggage

of the cabin’s interior.

then after ten, so we hailed a car to taxi to the

rack. The other passengers feigned sleep until

train station. We had heard of private cars

the giant left with a palm full of crumpled bills.

The boy, who grinned and winked at my
shocked expression, instructed us to pretend to

robbing passengers, and were wary to board a

Three hours later, the train stopped

be asleep whenever we saw a guard approach.

car with only the driver inside. Once we loaded

unexpectedly in the middle of a field to pick up

We did as instructed and were in shock as we

everything inside, however, I heard a rustling

several policemen. They stormed through the

realized that every time the engine slowed,

from under a tarp in the back seat- and held my

rail cars demanding money, and with quick

everyone did a mad-dash for their compartment.

breath with my hand on my open pocket knife

fingers they snatched my passport and ran

At the border we were dirty, smelled of a

until we arrived.

down the isle, motioning Mike after them. He

very old Soviet Era train, were penniless and had

followed dutifully, and was patted down in a

been accosted by every guard and policemen in

back guard’s room; they took everything.

the countryside, but we arrived safely.

It was with a sicking feeling and a lethargy
brought on by a night of sleeping inside the train

An inside look at ATC
The ATC website began in 2008 when
Lauren and Mike left the USA to seek
adventure in China. While working in

A word on the photography on
Abandon the Cube. All images were
taken by Lauren and Mike, who carry a

Shanghai Mike took an interest in online
marketing while Lauren lear ned
publishing, marketing and layout design.
The two use their self-taught skills on the
site, which also doubles as a learning

Canon EOS Rebel XS, or 1000D in Asia.
Images are loaded on a flickr site, which
is linked through to the site. If you have
trouble viewing images on our site please
check out the flickr gallery online, which

platform. Please be patient as they learn
how to create a website, and all the trials
and enlightening hair-pulling that comes
with it.
Making money with a website is not

has over 300 images from our travels.
Lauren has taken over 4,000 images
since leaving Shanghai, which is over
15GB. All the images in this document
belong to ATC, and are copyrighted.

difficult, but ATC has been wary to
accept money for services on the site,
including advertising space. You may see
ads appear in the future on a trial basis,
but we will not compromise the integrity

Mike and Lauren hope to take the site
in exciting new directions as they expand
their knowledge base. They are exploring
new software and will be running trials on
the site in the future.

of the site. The site costs money to
maintain, and we spend money each
time we upload images or blogs at an
internet cafe.

We hope you enjoy the site, visit
often and send us feedback so we can
learn what our readers enjoy!
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For more route maps, check out the site! We have a map for every country and will track our progress online

THE ROUTE

Where We’ve Been....
From Shanghai to Ashgabat by
land, through Kashgar and then
Urumqi to Kazakhstan, by train to
Uzbekistan, to Bukhara and
onward to Samarkand, Khiva and
then Turkmenistan. 80 days, $17 a
day, 14,560 miles over land.

...And Where We’re Going
Currently sojourning in Ashgabat, travelers will head the call, crossing into and horseback across the country to
Turkmenistan, Lauren and Mike plan on the modern capital of Ankara and the China. Having spent several years living in
continuing their journey in mid-August. ancient gateway city of Istanbul. From China, there are a few key spots they have
Their adventures in Turkmenistan, and the
rest of Central Asia draw to a bittersweet
close. Central Asia will forever be an
intoxicating and bewildering land of
history, culture, absurdity, and excitement.

there a slow train will lead them to hiking
and camping adventures in Bulgaria before
crossing into Romania, where Dracula will
be dodged in Transilvania before crossing
into Moldavia and then the Ukraine, where

not yet seen, which are on the itinerary
circled in red. After China South-East Asia
awaits, and will be a calming place to
pause the adventure on the beaches of
Thailand while winter roars elsewhere in

From Ashgabat they will take the ferry
across the Caspian to Azerbaijan and then
c ro s s i n t o G e o rg i a , w h e re re c e n t
demonstrations were international news.
Turkey beacons westward and the two

they will steer clear of Chernobyl before
crossing into Russia. The Trans-Siberian
railway will whisk the two weary but happy
travelers through the tundra and Southeast to Mongolia, where they will camp

the world. Abandon the Cube maintains an
online blog so you can track the adventure,
check it out at www.abandonthecube.com/
blog. You can also find route maps online
at www.abandonthecube.com/maps

Why we Travel:
Life is too short, too short indeed, to be
stuck in a cubicle like a cow or a steed.
But oh to be free, to wander without care,
to explore the mountains, to breath fresh
air.
To visit distant lands and make them your
own, to live off the earth, and call all of the
globe your home.

Highlights next issue:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Azerbaijan
Georgia
Turkey
Bulgaria
Romania
Moldova
Ukraine
Russia
Mongolia

ABANDON THE CUBE
www.abandonthecube.com
www.twitter.com/
abandonthecube
www.facebook.com/
abandonthecube
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